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Introduction
Wave loads induced by tsunami and storm surge events can cause significant damage to critical coastal infrastructure as observed in recent natural disasters such as the 2011 Great East Japan earthquake and tsunami and the Superstorm Sandy hurricane of 2012 (Chock et al. 2013; McAllister 2014) . Subsequent efforts to improve design and mitigation strategies for structures subject to similar hazards have increased efforts to refine fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulation capabilities. The modeling of wave loads as static forces on a deformable body, or conversely as hydrodynamic forces on a rigid body, may not provide accurate predictions of structural response. To obtain accurate response for structural displacements and forces, fluid--structure interaction must be considered accounting for the kinematics and deformation of both the structural and fluid domains. It is also imperative to assess the sensitivity of structural response to stochastic wave loading and uncertain structural properties. The sensitivity has important implications for the design of coastal infrastructure and in assessing the probability of failure of buildings and bridges in tsunami and storm events as part of an overarching performance-based engineering framework (Chock et al. 2011) . Sensitivity analysis is also important for gradient-based applications such as reliability and optimization (Fujimura and Kiureghian 2007; Gu et al. 2012) .
The simulation of fluid-structure interaction with incompressible Newtonian fluid is one of the most challenging problems in computational fluid mechanics because the incompressibility condition leads to numerical instability of the computed solution. A large number of finite-element methods (FEM) have been developed for the computation of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations using the Eulerian, Lagrangian, or Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulations (Girault and Raviart 1986; Gunzburger 1989; Baiges and Codina 2010; Radovitzky and Ortiz 1998; Tezduyar et al. 1992) . The particle finite-element method (PFEM) (Oñate et al. 2004) , has been shown to be an effective Lagrangian approach to FSI because it uses the same Lagrangian formulation as structures.
A monolithic system of equations is created for the simultaneous solution of the response in the fluid and structural domains via the fractional step method (FSM). This alleviates the need to couple disparate computational fluid and structural modules through a staggered approach in order to simulate FSI response. Through the monolithic approach, compatibility and equilibrium are satisfied naturally along the interfaces between the fluid and structural domains.
While the solution of FSI simulations via a monolithic system has computational advantages in determining the structural response, the sensitivity of this response to uncertain design and modeling parameters is just as, if not more, important than the response itself. As a standalone product, sensitivity analysis shows the effect of modeling assumptions and uncertain properties on system response, but it is also an important component to gradientbased applications in reliability and optimization. There are two methods for calculating the sensitivity of a simulated response. The finite-difference method (FDM) repeats the simulation with a perturbed value for each parameter and does not require additional implementation as perturbations and differencing can be handled with preprocessing and postprocessing. The accuracy of the resulting finite-difference approximation depends on the size of the perturbation where the results are not accurate for large perturbations and are prone to numerical round-off error for very small perturbations. Due to the need for repeated simulations, the FDM approach can become inefficient when the model is large, which is common for FSI simulations, and when there is a large number of parameters.
A more accurate approach to gradient computations is the direct differentiation method (DDM), where derivatives of the governing equations are implemented alongside the equations that govern the simulated response. At the one-time expense of derivation and implementation, as well as additional storage, the DDM calculates the response sensitivity efficiently as the simulation proceeds. This eliminates the need for the repeated simulations that are required for finite-difference calculation of the gradients. For a single parameter, the DDM generally requires one additional backward substitution to compute the sensitivity at a computational cost proportional to N 2 , where N is the number of model degrees of freedom. Finite-difference methods (FDMs) require a full reanalysis to find the sensitivity with respect to each parameter at a cost proportional to N 3 . For large models and/or models with a large number of parameters, the computational savings of the DDM over FDMs can be significant. The DDM is also more accurate than the FDM because the sensitivity is computed using the same numerical algorithm as the response, making it subject to only numerical precision rather than round-off error. Analytical approaches to DDM sensitivity analysis for structural response under mechanical loads have been well developed (Kleiber et al. 1997 ) and extended to material and geometric nonlinear formulations of frame-element response (Scott et al. 2004; Conte et al. 2004 ) as well as frame-element geometry and cross-section dimensions (Haukaas and Scott 2006; Scott and Filippou 2007) . The DDM has also been applied to composites processing (Bebamzadeh et al. 2010) and fire attack on structures (Guo and Jeffers 2014) ; however, its application to FSI has not been addressed. This is partly due to the complexity of the computation for the FSI response and the cumbersome nature of staggered computational approaches.
The goal of this paper is to develop the DDM approach for computing the sensitivity of PFEM fluid-structure interaction simulations to uncertain design and modeling parameters of the fluid and structure domains. The PFEM response analysis will be introduced, including the governing equations, combined FSI discrete equations, and the fractional step method (FSM). Then, the DDM approach is applied to obtain the PFEM sensitivity equations for FSI, including geometrically nonlinear terms due to large displacements of the fluid particles. Examples include comparisons between DDM and FDM solutions for PFEM sensitivity in simple beam models, as well as applications to a prototypical coastal structure with nonlinear material and geometric response.
PFEM Response Computations
This section provides a brief review of the equations that govern FSI response using the PFEM. After applying finite-element techniques, discrete algebraic equations are formed from solid elements in the fluid domain and arbitrary line and solid elements in the structural domain. The algebraic equations will be differentiated in the following section for sensitivity analysis via the DDM. Although the presentation will focus on a particular fluid element, the methods described herein are generally applicable to any element formulation.
Governing Equations
All particles or nodes in the fluid and structural domains satisfy the governing differential equation of linear momentum
where v i = velocity vector; σ ij = Cauchy stress tensor; x j = current position vector; b i = body acceleration vector; and ρ = solid or fluid density. Mass conservation for incompressible fluid flow is described by the divergence of the velocity field being zero
The stress tensor can be decomposed into deviatoric and hydrostatic parts as
where δ ij = Kronecker delta; and p = fluid pressure. Assuming Newtonian flow, the constitutive equation for the fluid response is defined by
where the deviatoric stress tensor S ij is related to the strain rateε ij in the fluid by the viscosity μ.
Due to the inf-sup or Ladyzenskaja-Babuška-Brezzi (LBB) condition (Brezzi and Fortin 1991; Girault and Raviart 1986) , for incompressible flow, the velocity and pressure spaces have to be modified in order to produce numerically-stable results. Donea and Huerta (2003) summarize stabilization approaches based on the use of bubble functions at the element level or artificial (penalty) parameters at the element or global levels. The classic PFEM uses the finite calculus method (FIC) to stabilize linear fluid elements (Oñate et al. 2006 ). In the literature, the bubble function and stabilized formulations have been shown to be equivalent (Bank and Welfert 1990; Matsumoto 2005; Pierre 1995) .
MINI Element
The MINI element uses a bubble node for velocity at the element center of gravity to satisfy the inf-sup condition for incompressible fluids (Arnold et al. 1984) . Although there are more accurate elements, the MINI element has been used in many fluid simulations (Lee et al. 2009; Gresho 1998) and it is easy to implement, making it an ideal choice to demonstrate the DDM for the PFEM. The element pressure field does not utilize the bubble node and is based on linear interpolation from the nodal pressures
where p e i = nodal pressures. The shape functions, N i , are equal to the area coordinates, L i , for any point in the triangle
The total area of the triangle is A, and A i is the tributary area as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The shape functions used for the 2D MINI element are similar to those used in a 3D formulation (Nakajima and Kawahara 2010) . The Jacobian, J, that describes the element transformation from global coordinates to area coordinates is
where x i and y i = current coordinates determined from the current nodal displacements relative to the initial coordinates, x 0 i and y 0 i , at the start of the simulation for each corner node
where u e fk = kth component of the displacement vector u e f . The fluid velocities, as shown in Fig. 1 
where v e f4 = nodeless variable defined as the difference between the bubble velocity and the average velocity of the nodes
The shape function, N b , applied to the nodeless velocity variable in Eq. (9) is defined in terms of the area coordinates
Using the shape functions for pressure and velocity in the MINI formulation, the discrete equations for the fluid response at the element level are
where v e f = velocity vector; v e f4 is defined in Eq. (10); and p e = pressure vector. The right-hand side contains viscous terms that have been combined with the external force vector
For the MINI element with shape functions based on area coordinates, exact integration of the elemental matrices and vectors is possible. Using the body force vector, b, and the element thickness, t, and fluid density, ρ, exact integration yieldsF e f comprised of 2 × 1 blocks and the 2 × 1 vectorF e
where the subscript i is from 1 to 3. The form of the fluid viscous matrix K e f is similar to that for the stiffness matrix of a solid element in the structure
where D ¼ diagð2μ,2μ; μÞ = constitutive matrix; and B i = strain-velocity matrix defined by spatial derivatives of the shape functions
The derivatives ∂N i =∂x and ∂N i =∂y are calculated from the element geometry
and
The fluid viscous matrix defined in Eq. (17) is uncoupled from the viscous matrix for the bubble node (Zienkiewicz et al. 2005) , which is defined as
where the definition of B b is identical to Eq. (18), but contains derivatives of N b . After exact integration, the lumped fluid mass matrices M e f and M e b are uncoupled. Each 2 × 2 block of M e f , the fluid mass matrix for the element corner nodes, is
where I 2 = the 2 × 2 identity matrix. Similar to the exact integration shown in Eq. (22) for the fluid mass matrix, the 2 × 2 mass matrix for the bubble node is
The gradient operators for corner and bubble nodes are also found by exact integration where each block is
where G e f = 6 × 3 matrix consisting of 2 × 1 blocks; ðG e f Þ ij and m ¼ ½1 1 0 T = selection vector; and G e b = 6 × 1 containing 2 × 1 blocks ðG e b Þ j . 
Numerical Time Integration
For efficient numerical time integration of the fluid response, the nodeless variable, v e f4 and its time derivative, must be removed from the discrete fluid-element equations [Eqs. (13) and (14)]. To this end, backward Euler time integration is employed, in which case the time derivative of v e f4 can be expressed aṡ
where Δt = simulation time step; and v e f4 0 = value of v e f4 at the start of the time step. Assuming the bubble velocity, v e b , is equal to the average of the nodal velocities at the start of each time step, v e f4 0 will be zero according to Eq. (10). This makesv e f4 ¼ v e f4 =Δt, which is substituted in to Eq. (13), giving the nodeless velocity
This result is inserted into Eq. (14) giving
where, S e = stabilization matrix
and F e p = right-hand side vector
After assembly of the element response defined in Eqs. (12) and (27), the discrete fluid equations at the global level are
The equations, along with the structural response equations and the equations that govern the interface response between the structure and fluid, will be differentiated according to the DDM for FSI simulations based on the PFEM.
Discrete Structural Equations
Through the same finite-element procedures, the assembled algebraic equations for the structural response considering material and geometric nonlinear response of the resisting forces are
where v s = velocity vector of the structural nodes; F s = external load vector; static resisting force vector F int s = nonlinear function of the nodal displacements, u s , which are related to the velocities through the selected time integration method; and M s and C s = structural mass and damping matrices, respectively.
Discrete Combined Equations
Particles connected to both the fluid and structural domains are identified as interface particles, whose contributions appear in both fluid and structural equations. From the structural system, the interface equations are extracted from Eq. (32) and assigned additional i and s subscripts
where v i = velocity vector of the interface particles. Similarly, the interface equations are extracted from Eqs. (30) and (31) for the fluid domain and given additional i and f subscripts
Eqs. (34) and (36) are combined in order to solve for the particle response on the fluid-structure interface
Eqs. (33), (35), (37), and (38) are the combined equations for FSI response analysis by the PFEM. Their solution via numerical time approximation is briefly summarized next.
Time Integration of FSI Response
The solution of Eqs. (33), (35), (37), and (38) requires a set of primary unknowns and numerical approximations relating these unknowns to other quantities. Choosing particle velocity and pressure as primary unknowns, the backward Euler method relates the acceleration to velocity according tȯ
where the subscript n = response at the current time step and n − 1 at the previous time step. Similarly, the relationship between displacement and velocity is
These approximations are applied to all fluid, structure, and interface particles.
Fixed-point iteration can be applied to the combined equations in order to obtain a monolithic system of equations, which is solved by the fractional step method (FSM). The resulting timediscretized equations in residual form for response of the fluid domain are then
and those for the structural domain are M ss;n Δt þ C ss;n þ ΔtK ss;n Δv s;n
For the response of the interface, the equations are
where, r f , r p , r s , and r i = residual vectors of each equation; and K ss;n , K si;n , K is;n , and K ii;n = tangents of resisting force vector to unknowns as defined as
Further details on the residual functions, governing equations, and their solution by the FSM can be found in Zhu and Scott (2014a) but are omitted herein given that sufficient details have been shown for their subsequent differentiation according to the DDM.
Direct Differentiation of the PFEM
The application of the DDM to FSI simulations based on the PFEM requires differentiation of the discrete equations that govern the fluid and structural response. However, for large displacement applications such as FSI, additional terms that arise from updating the configuration at each iteration must be taken in to account in the derivation of sensitivity equations. The direct differentiation method (DDM) is used here to compute the sensitivity of PFEM analysis with FSM. As in Kleiber et al. (1997) , the DDM is applied on the fluid Eqs. (30) and (31), and structural Eq. (32) to develop the sensitivity equations for fluid and structure. Then the combined sensitivity equations for FSI are obtained taking in to account both material and geometric nonlinearity.
Fluid Sensitivity Equations
Taking the derivative of the discrete fluid equations [Eqs. (30) and (31)] with respect to an uncertain parameter, θ, gives
where ∂u f =∂θ, ∂v f =∂θ, ∂v f =∂θ, and ∂p=∂θ = sensitivity of fluid displacements, velocities, accelerations, and pressures, respectively. On the right-hand side, all derivatives with respect to θ are taken with fluid displacements u f fixed. On the left-hand side, the matrices H and T are partial derivatives that account for geometric nonlinearity of the fluid response
These terms affect the fluid response sensitivity but do not depend on the uncertain parameter, θ. The matrices shown in Eqs. (48) and (49) where M e f was defined in Eq. (22) and the element acceleration vector,v e f , is known at the end of the simulation time step. As shown in Eq. (7), the Jacobian, J, is a function of the element displacements. The derivatives of J with respect to the horizontal and vertical displacements of node 1 are
where the derivatives with respect to other nodal displacements can be calculated similarly.
The kth column of the geometric tangent matrix for the gradient operator is defined as
where G e f was defined in Eq. (24) and the pressure p e is known at the end of the simulation time step when the response sensitivity is computed. The derivative of the strain-velocity matrix, B i defined in Eq. (18), with respect to nodal displacements is
Derivatives with respect to other nodal displacements for B 1 , B 2 , and B 3 have similar definitions.
For the right-hand side vector, F e f , defined in Eq. (15), the kth column of the geometric tangent matrix is ;
In the same manner, the kth column of the geometric tangent matrices for the stabilization matrix S e and vector F e p are defined as ∂ðS e p e Þ ∂u e 
where the original expressions of S e and F e p defined in Eqs. (28) and (29), are triple multiplication of matrices and vectors including a matrix inverse, leading to several terms for their derivatives
where M e b , G e b , and F e b are defined in Eqs. (23), (24), and (15), respectively. The derivative of the mass matrix for the bubble node is
while the derivative of the gradient operator for the bubble node is
The derivative of the right-hand side vector, F e b , defined in Eq. (16), is also similar to that shown in Eqs. (54) 
where the derivative of the force vector is
The derivative of the viscosity matrix for the bubble node [defined in Eq. (21) 
As shown in Eq. (8), the displacements u e fk differ with x and y only by a constant. Therefore, the derivatives ∂=∂u e fk are equivalent to ∂=∂x or ∂=∂y and are easily computed.
Structural Sensitivity Equations
The DDM is also applied to the nonlinear structural response in Eq. (32)
where ∂u s =∂θ, ∂v s =∂θ, and ∂v s =∂θ = sensitivity of structural displacements, velocities, and accelerations. All the derivatives on the right-hand side are partial derivatives with structural displacements u s fixed. On the left-hand side, K s is the tangent stiffness matrix, or the derivative of the static resisting forces with respect to nodal displacements of F int s as defined in Eq. (45). Additional details on the implementation of the DDM for finite-element simulations of nonlinear structural dynamics can be found in Franchin (2004) .
Combined Sensitivity Equations
Following the same strategy as for Eqs. (33) and (34), the interface equations for structural sensitivity are extracted from Eq. (64) and assigned additional i and s subscripts,
Similarly, the fluid sensitivity from Eqs. (46) and (47) are also split and given additional i and f subscripts
is repeated for each parameter in the FSI model. The steps have been implemented within the finite-element response sensitivity framework of OpenSees (Scott and Haukaas 2008) . Further details of the PFEM implementation for computing deterministic FSI response in OpenSees are described in Zhu and Scott (2014b) .
Examples
In the following examples, the PFEM sensitivity calculated by the DDM is compared to analytical solutions of FSI and to the results of finite-difference calculations for more-complex FSI simulations involving nonlinear structural response. 
Hydrostatic Loading on a Beam
A classic problem in structural analysis is solving for the deflection of a beam subjected to hydrostatic pressure. With a closed-form solution in the small displacement, linear-elastic range, this represents a suitable problem to verify the DDM sensitivity implementation prior to examining simulations with material and geometric nonlinear structural response. The model for this example, shown in Fig. 2(a) , is an open tank with fixed boundaries on the left and bottom and a flexible beam on the right. The fluid depth is h ¼ 0.08 m while the beam length is L ¼ 0.1 m. Using the structural analysis model shown in Fig. 2(b) , the horizontal deflection at the free end of the beam is
where E ¼ 100 MPa is the elastic modulus of the beam. The second moment of the beam cross-sectional area, I, is computed from the section width, b ¼ 0.012 m, and section depth, d ¼ 0.012 m. The peak intensity of distributed loading on the beam, w, is equal to the beam width multiplied by the peak hydrostatic pressure,
where the fluid density ρ f ¼ 1,000 kg=m 3 ; and the gravitational constant is g ¼ 9.81 m=s 2 . The out-of-plane thickness of the fluid domain is assumed equal to the beam width, b. Using the given numerical values, the peak hydrostatic pressure at the base of the beam is p ¼ 784.8 Pa, leading to a peak distributed load of w ¼ 9.418 N=m according to Eq. (79), and a static deflection of u ¼ 0.09767 mm from Eq. (78). The density of the beam is ρ s ¼ 2,500 kg=m 3 . Time histories of the beam deflection and base pressure are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , wherein the simulated responses reach a steady state about the known static solutions and converge as the fluid and beam mesh sizes decrease. The ensuing time histories of response sensitivity with respect to beam modulus, E, and fluid 
As shown in Fig. 5 , the sensitivity of the tip deflection to E converges to the expected derivative of the static solution as the fluid and beam mesh sizes decrease. The sensitivity is negative because the deflection will decrease if E increases, making the beam stiffer. Similarly, the deflection sensitivity with respect to fluid density, ρ f , is positive as this parameter corresponds to the loading applied to the beam as shown in Fig. 6 . For the sensitivities of pressure shown in Fig. 7 , the computed solutions reach the steady-state solution of zero as the hydrostatic pressure does not depend on the beam properties. The scaled pressure sensitivity to fluid density converges to the expected solution, ρ f ð∂p=∂ρ f Þ ¼ p, as shown in Fig. 8 .
Tsunami Impact on Coastal Structure
This example is of a tsunami bore impacting a three-story reinforced-concrete building. The structural model shown in Fig. 9 was adapted from Madurapperuma and Wijeyewickrema (2012) for the analysis of water-borne debris and was further analyzed by Zhu and Scott (2014b) to demonstrate fluid-structure interaction using the PFEM. To capture material and geometric nonlinearity, each frame member is discretized in to 10 displacement-based beam-column finite-elements (dispBeamColumn in OpenSees) with fiber-discretized cross sections at the element integration points and the corotational geometric transformation (Crisfield 1991) . The refined mesh of beam elements also prevents fluid from passing through the frame members, indicative of a closed first story. DDM sensitivity for the frame elements is described in Scott et al. (2004) while that for the corotational transformation is provided in Scott and Filippou (2007) .
The cross-section dimensions, reinforcing details, and concrete properties of the frame are shown in Fig. 10 . Light transverse reinforcement provides residual concrete compressive strength in the core regions of the members. Zero tensile strength is assumed for the concrete (Concrete01 in OpenSees) and the longitudinal reinforcing steel is assumed bilinear with elastic modulus 200 GPa, yield strength 420 MPa, and 1% kinematic strain hardening (Steel01 in OpenSees). Gravity loads and nodal mass were calculated assuming uniform pressure of 4.8 kPa on floor slabs and 1.0 kPa on the roof with a tributary width of 3 m.
The tsunami bore has a height of 4 m, initial velocity of 2 m=s, and out-of-plane thickness of 3 m. The simulation begins at impending impact of the frame and the response at various snapshots is shown in Fig. 11 . The floor displacements and the axial forces and the bending moment at the base of the right-most first-floor column are shown in Fig. 12 .
Sensitivity time histories of the roof displacement, axial force, and bending moment computed by the DDM are compared to FDM results with respect to the steel elastic modulus, E; column concrete compressive strength, f c c ; fluid density, ρ f ; and structural mass, m s as shown in Figs. 13-15 . Due to high-frequency response for pressures and their contributions to stress and force recovery, the results for the axial force and bending moment sensitivity computed by the DDM and FDM have been smoothed with the same algorithm. 
Figs. 13-15 show that the DDM matches the smallest finitedifference perturbation, ε¼ 10 −10 , where ε ¼ Δθ=θ. For the larger parameter perturbations such as ε¼ 10 −4 and ε¼ 10 −6 , the figures show sudden jumps in the finite-difference results. These jumps are due to remeshing of the fluid domain at every time step, where ultimately the finite-difference approach breaks down because it compares response quantities from two different meshes. The figures show that smaller parameter perturbations tend to postpone the divergence of the finite-difference approximations to later in the simulation. Although it provides a useful verification tool, the FDM is not a reliable approach for gradient-based problems involving FSI simulations based on the PFEM.
Conclusion
The PFEM is an effective approach to simulating FSI because it uses a Lagrangian formulation for the fluid domain, which is the same formulation typically employed for finite-element analysis of structures. The development of DDM sensitivity equations for the PFEM broaden its application to gradient-based algorithms in structural reliability, optimization, and system identification of FSI as well as other application spaces of the PFEM including thermo-mechanical analysis and fluid-soil-structure interaction (Marti et al. 2012; Oñate et al. 2011 ). Due to geometric nonlinearity of the fluid domain, additional terms were required to derive and implement the DDM equations for the PFEM. Following the same analysis procedure as for the response itself, the sensitivity equations are solved using the fractional step method (FSM). The sensitivity equations were verified using closed-form solutions for the classic problem of hydrostatic loading on a beam and shown to match finite-difference solutions with decreasing parameter perturbations for tsunami loading on a reinforced-concrete frame. It was also shown that the finite-difference approach to computing sensitivity is not applicable to the PFEM because the finite-element mesh of the fluid domain changes throughout a simulation. Future applications of DDM sensitivity for the PFEM include time variable reliability analysis of fluid-structure interaction, which is an important consideration for multihazard analysis involving wind loading concurrent with storm surge and tsunami following an earthquake. 
